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QUESTION 1

How can you view the WWN HBA card that is in a Windows2008 R2 system? 

A. In Device Manager, right-click of the HBA card to see its properties 

B. View in Storage Explorer Manager 

C. View using the FC Info tool 

D. CMD command line, enter the diskpart 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following is correct about the InfoStamper feature of an OceanStor 9000 storage system: (multiple choice) 

A. Snapshot does not support nested, that is, the snapshot has been created directory, the parent directory and
subdirectories can no longer create a snapshot 

B. The root directory of the snapshot (that is, the directory used to create the snapshot) does not support deletion 

C. Hard links are protected by snapshots, soft links are not protected by snapshots 

D. For a snapshot with an expiration time set, the system automatically deletes the snapshot but does not back up the
storage space occupied by the snapshot data after the snapshot expires 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following VMware backup network configurations doesn\\'t fit for backing up data to tape directly (don\\'t
consider FC virtualization)? 

A. Both VSA and MA are installed on VMs. 

B. VSA, MA and ISE are installed on physical machines. 

C. VSA is installed on VM, and the MA is installed on the physical machine. 

D. Both VSA and MA are installed on physical machine. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

An N8000 file system can be used when offline command to query file system flag: 
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echo "8192B.p S" | fsdb -t vxfs / dev / vx / rdsk / sfsdg / sfsvol | grep flag 

Where sfsvol is the name of the file system and may appear as flsgs 0 mod 0 Clean 3c or flags 4000 mod 

clean 3c if flags last bit is 0, then the file system is set. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

If you need to automate the DR protection of an Oracle database in Replication Director, the configuration flow is: 

A. Create a site discovery store, find the host registration store, register the host to create a protection policy. 

B. Discovery Store, Discovery Host Registration Store, Register Host Create Site Registration Store Create Protection
Group Create Protection Policy. 

C. Found storage, found that the host to create a site registration store, register the host to create a protection group to
create a protection strategy. 

D. Create a site registration store, register the host to create a protection group to create a protection policy. 

Correct Answer: C 
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